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We must distinguish between memory proper and power of observation
(Merkf&higkeit). Both rest upon impression (Einprttgung) and power
of associative observation ; memory depends more upon the former.
Imbecility is characterised by impressionableness, with lack of power
of associative observation; acquired feeble-mindedness shows a fair
activity of association, with defective impressionableness. The main
defect of congenital feeble-mindedness lies in defect of apperceptive
disposition (A nlage).] M. Foth. ' Wie rahmen wir unsere Bilder ein ? '
[Negatively, the frame rules out from the picture the distracting im-
presaions that surround i t ; positively, it should further the associations
upon which {esthetic illusion depends. Hence the colour of the frame
should be chosen to correspond, as far as possible, with the natural
surroundings of the scene or object shown in the picture.] B. Hohti-
e m u r . 'Die Quarte als Znsammenklang.' [By its vibration-ratio of
3 : 4 the fourth is the first chord whose natural base or fundamental
lies not in the lower but in the higher of the component tones. At
the same time, the lower tone, as lower, presents itself as base or
fundamental. It is the conflict thus arising which gives the fourth
its peculiar harmonic character.] Literaturbericht. W. Mnanoh,
J . Trueper, W. Ament. ' Kongress fiir Kinderforschung and Jngend-
fUrgorge.' Bd. xli., Heft 4. D. Katz. 'Ein Beitrag zur Kenntnis
der Kuiderzeichmingen.1 [The child draws, not what he sees, but what
he knows to be present in the object or picture. This fact raises
the question of the injection of meaning into sense complexes. The
author offers an explanation in terms partly of vision itself (symmetrical
position of the eyes ; maximal clearness of apprehension), partly of the
cooperation of sight and touch.] S. Jaensoh. ' Ueber die Beziehungen
von Zeitschtitzung und Bewegungsempfindung.' [We have apparently
direct sense criteria only for the rate of movements, not for their length.
Associative processes give us our bearings as regards position and atti-
tude of the limbs. If now we are asked to execute two movements of
the same length from different starting-points, neither of these criteria,
the direct or the indirect, are adequate. We therefore have recourse to
another set of associations, and estimate in terms of time.] X. J i i n o h .
' Ueber Tlluschungen des Tastsinns : im Hinblick auf die geometrisch-
optischen Tuuschungen.' [First part of an experimental report on cu-
taneous illusions of filled and empty space.] Literaturbericht.

ARCHIV FOB DIB GBSAMTB PSICHOLOGIK. Bd. vL, Heft 4.
maim. ' Normale und anoinale Farbensysteme.' [(1) The use of the direct
must be supplemented by that of the inverted spectrum. Both show mix-
tures of wave-lengths ; and the quality of visual sensation depends upon
the absence rather than upon the presence of a certain group. (2) Colour
systems must be achromatic, dichromatic or polychromatic; the ' com-
ponent ' theories are artificial constructions. (8) The invariable colours
of indirect vision are no proof of a component theory ; on the contrary,
they are necessary consequences of the changes undergone by a poly-
chromatic system with change of retinal position (change in the form of
the base of the double cone).] A. Lehnunn. ' Beitrage zur Psycho-
dynamik der Gewichtsempfindungen.' [Raises the questions whether
facilitation (Bahnung) is the cause of the Fechnenan negative time
error, of anomalous differences and of typical tendencies, and whether
the positive time error may be explained by the conditions of experi-
mentation. The experiments were made in Fechner's way, mainly by
the method of limits, with a control by the method of constant differ-
ences. The law of facilitation is confirmed ; the positive time error
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results from the co-operation of facilitation and predisposition (Sinttet-
lung). Incidentally, the writer is able to show'the influence of the
separate factors in the weight-complex: movement (articular)'sensation,
pressure, and strain sensation. Issue is taken with'Mueller on various
points, as, e.g., on the effect of fatigue in1 determining the negative
time error, and on the part played by judgment of absolute impression.
The paper ends with methodological suggestions.] P. Stern. 'Berichti-
gung.' [Reply to Duerr.] Referate : Einzelbesprech'ungen.

.KANT-STUDIBN. Bd. x., Heft 4 and 5, November, 1905. Ch Garland.
1 Immanuel Kant, seine geographischen und anthropologischen Arbeiten.'
[The concluding article of this series. In it Gerland expounds arid
gives a very destructive criticism of' Kant's Natural Hittory of the-
Heavens. It is quite wrong to speak of a Kant-Laplace hypothesis, dr
to describe Kant as the founder of modern cosmology. Kant's treatise
is, in its main tenets, inspired by Wright's earlier work ; and, owing to-
its inherent defects, necessarily remained without important influence.!
Its vajue and significance are chiefly personal and philosophical. Gar-
land concludes by consideration of Kant's later geographical and anthro-
pological treatises.] M. Runxe. ' Karl Rosenkranz' Yerdienste am die
Kant-Forschung.' [A brief account of Rosenkranz'various writings upon.
Kant and of his edition of Kant's works.] Recensionen, etc Bd. xi.,
Heft 1. February, 1906. OK Hnbwr. ' Graf von Benzel-Sternan und
seine " Dichterischen Versuche liber Gegenstande der kritischen Philo-
sophic ".' [These verses inspired by the various fundamental doctrines
of the Kantian system are here printed in extenso. They were first

gnblished in 1794.] M; RnWintdn. ' Die logischen grundlagen de's
[egelschen Systems und das Ende der Geschichte.' ' [By an examina-

tion of the logical principles of the Hegelian philosophy Rubinstein '
leads up to the conclusion that Hegel owing to his absolute standpoint
fails to account either' for history, for the moral consciousness, or for
known personality.] F. Bahrend. ' Der Degriff des reinen Wolleus
bei Kant.' [An attempt to define what Kant, throughout his philosophy,'
means by the term 'rein,' as applied to thought and to the will] W.
Xj&tgart. ' Hamanri und Kant.' [A review of recent works on Homann.,
lriltgert collects the main facts which they bring to light regarding Kant's
connexion with Hainann.] Recensionen, etc.

ZnTSCHRHT FCK ASTHKTIK UND A L L G E M E I N E KUNBTWISSBNBCHAJT,
herausgegeben von MAX DBSSOIB. Stnttgart, Ferdinand Bnke, 1006.
Bd i., Heft 1, M. 5. This is the first appearance of a periodical which
aims at being the special literary organ of those who are scientifically
active about questions of esthetics, of whom there are a goodly number in
Germany, and, one would hope, an increasing number in English-speaking
countries. The present part contains ten sheets, and we are promised
four parts per annum, of eight to ten sheets each, to constitute a volume.
The Prospectus promises very good things, and, if the publication main-
tains the standard it has set itself in its first number, it is not likely to
complain of want of support, and may look forward to the prosperous
career which we heartily wish it. The number contains the following
articles: Theodor Uppa. 'Zur " asthetischen Mechanik ".' [Shows
how certain simple lines proceed freely, or with innate necessity, from
certain forces, tendencies, activities, etc. The aesthetic impression pro-
duced by these lines is due to the synthesis of the feeling of these forces,

- etc., and this or that line is to be employed only where the thought of
such forces, etc., has meaning.] Konrad IrfWfe. ' Die aesthetisohe
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